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Visibility Week overcomes difficulties
li% Nlarta r
Dirily stall
Practice :apparent’’, makes perfect in the
case of Visibility Week, which starts today
with a reorganized lineup of speakers.
Last week, loss of featured speakers including San Jose Mayor Tom McEnery and
Vice Mayor Susan Hammer and near loss
of funding almost canceled Visibility Week
before it began.
"We were the only sure thing last week,"
said Scott Valor, lead guitar player for Number Six and SJSU political science major.
Number Six, a psychedelic rock band,
will open the Visibility Week show today at
noon with an hour-long iii, crt at the Student
Union roper Pail

"We are blues -oriented but lean toward
psychedelic ( music)," Valor said.
The highlight of Visibility Week will be
Wednesday’s panel discussion from noon to 1
p.m. in the Student Union Amphitheatre. Topics will include downtown redevelopment and
the San Jose Transit Mall, as well as the Student Union Recreation and Events Center.
"These are new facilities in San Jose that
make it a good place to live," said Andy
Slean, A.S. director of Non-Traditional Minority Affairs.
SJSU lacks good rapport with the surrounding
community
and
knowledge of what’s going on in downtown San
Jose, he said.
Student Union Director thin Barr(’tt,

Transit Mall Project Manager Michael Sac tor, representatives from the Guadalupe Corridor construction management company
and the San Jose Planning Department are
scheduled to take part in the panel, Slean
said.
"I am ironing out all the details with all
these speakers," Slean said. The discussion
will be followed by a question and answer session to allow students input on these projects,
he said.
Visibility Week offers a second concert,
tomorrow. Mark Anderson, SJSU student and
award-winning pianist, will present a piano
concert at noon, tentatively scheduled for the
Student Union Amphitheatre.
"This ( Anderson’s concert) is something

I fought tor -,leatt said. Slean is coordinating the A
sponsored week to highlight
SJSU and provide students with access to
community leaders.
Although the A.S allocated $600 for Visibility Week on April 16, A.S. President Erin
O’Doherty said last week she would use a
line-item veto to cut the $255 funding for Anderson’s concert.
O’Doherty said a concert was not within
the goals of Visibility Week and that the $130
requested by Slean to move and tune the
piano for Anderson’s performance was too
much money.
"My understanding is that Erin pulled
her veto," Slean said.

tie said an agreement was reached in
which Slean would rearrange his budget for
Visibility Week, eliminating the $75 requested for hospitality and retaining the $255
request for the piano concert.
O’Doherty could not be reached for comment.
An open forum sponsored by the A.S
Election Board is slated for Thursday, Slean
said.
The forum will run from noon to 1 p.m.
and will most likely be held in the Student
Union Upper Pad. Discussion will center on
the SJSU election process, he said
Slean said it’s difficult to judge how
many people will attend the various Visibility
Week programs because it is a new event.

A.S. director
tries to boot
UPD chief

Stuck in the middle

Surveillance memo
addressed by proposal

Iris Food

History professor emeritus Benjamin
Hazard oversees two competitors in a

Kendo Club match in the women’s gym.
Kendo is the Japanese art of fencing with

Daily staff photographer

bamboo staves. Hazard learned kendo in
Japan with the Japanese police force.

Banks not interested in automated teller space
By Suzanne Espinosa
Daily staff writer
A Student Union official is having a
hard time trying to convince banks to rent
a vacant automatic teller machine space.
Pat Wiley, associate director of the
Student Union, has been trying to find an
interested bank since February, but banks
haven’t been interested.
"It seems it’s now an industrywide
rather than have the ATMs outplan
side, to have them inside," Wiley said during a Student Union Board of Directors
meeting Tuesday. "That’s kind of discouraging.
"Other universities are losing some of
their vendors also," he said.
In late January, Imperial Savings and
Loans withdrew its machine from the
ATM facility on Ninth Street between East
San Carlos and San Fernando streets

’It seems it’s now an
industrywide plan
rather than have the
ATMs outside, to have
them inside.’
Pat Wiley,
associate Student Union director
The $110,000 facility was paid for by
banks which installed the four original
ATMs. The three spaces now in use are occupied by Bank of America, Bank of the
West and San Francisco Federal Savings.
Each space is rented from the Student
Union board for $275 a month.
"In February. I sent out 50 letters to 25

of the largest savings and loans and 25 of
the largest banks in the area, telling them
of the situation and asking them if they
were interested." Wiley said.
He said the response was low.
"What response I did get said, ’No,
we’re not interested, but thank you for the
letter,’ "he said.
Wiley said he called the University of
California at Berkeley, San Francisco
State University and San Diego State University for leads, but found out they too
were experiencing problems keeping
ATMs on campus.
"San Diego State lost one (ATM)
some time ago and hasn’t been able to replace it," Wiley said.
UC-Berkeley and San Francisco State
both recently lost ATMs also, he said.
Wiley said he recently contacted five
banking institutions in the area Three of

Overseas club not fazed by terrorism
By Linda Smith
Deily staff writer
AIESEC, the international business club, has had its most successful
year acquiring traineeships overseas, said Edith Gong, presidentelect of the club’s SJSU chapter.
And club members said they
aren’t too worried about going overseas, despite last week’s conflict in
Libya and threats of terrorist activity
abroad.
"I’m a little concerned, but it’s
the opportunity of a lifetime, so I’m
going to go for it," said senior Tony
Dollar, AIESEC executive vice president of marketing, who has secured a
traineeship in Sweden this summer.

MI

-Northern Europe is a long way
from Libya," he said.
AIESEC is a French acronym
that translates in English as the International Association of Students in
Economics and Business Management. The club obtains traineeships
in the United States for foreign students. In exchange it receives traineeships around the world for American students through AIESEC
organizations overseas.
Dollar said that during his traineeship he will spend time with some
Swedish friends He said he won’t be
making the regular tourist stops.
"I think one of the major reasons
Americans are being targeted is be-

cause they are so obvious," Dollar
said.
Threats by Palestinian terrorist
Abu Nidal that Scandinavia would be
his next target worried Gong when
she attended the 1986 AIESEC International Congress in Sweden.
"Before we (the U.S. delegates)
went to Sweden, we discussed the terrorism problem," she said. "We
called the American consulate and
asked for some kind of protection.
"When we got to the airport in
Gothenberg, there was supposed to
be security there to take us through
the airport." Gong said she hardly
noticed the consulate security guard
continued on pages

the five-- Wells Fargo. Home Savings and
First Nationwide Savings may be interested in using the empty ATM space, he
said, but he’s not counting on it.
"The three ( ATMs) that are there now
have not communicated any interest in
leaving," he said. "I think they are all satisfied."
Wiley said he asked Bank of America
officials if they were interested in installing a second ATM, but they said the use
on the current machine would have to increase by 75 percent before they would
consider installing another machine.
"To the best of my knowledge, we
have more (ATMs ) than the other campuses. Most campuses have one or two,"
said Ron Barrett, Student Union director.
Wiley said he is not aware of any other
campuses that have ATMs from three different banks.

By Carl Scarbrough
Daily staff writer
A proposed student resolution is calling for the state
to issue "walking papers" to the University Police Department’s interim director, Maurice Jones.
Brian Spurgeon, A.S. director of student rights, authored the resolution in response to a memo’Bie thief
wrote September 25.
The memo instructed UPD officers to gather information and make reports on "groups of protestors that
are identifiable."
Spurgeon not only wants Jones replaced, but he also
wants a letter of reprimand lobe placed in Jones’ personnel file that will "follow him around from job to job, forever. Jones was not available for comment. He has taken
sick leave for at least a month, according to UPD Sgt. Ed
Anderson.
Dispute over the intent of the memo arose when the
San Jose Mercury News obtained and published a copy in
December. The Mandela Coalition, an SJSU anti-apartheid group, protested the memo.
Larry Dougherty, co-founder of the coalition, told the
Mercury News the surveillance was improper because
the group is non-violent.
A.S. President Erin O’Doherty said she will not support the resolution when it goes before the A.S. Board of
Directors for a vote next week.
"I’ve never seen the police use force on this campus,"
she said.
She added the memo is smatter of interpretation.
However, she said if police activities involved the surveillance of club meetings, then it would be a different
matter.
Mike Faber, A.S. vice president, said the memo was
in line with police duties.
"It may have been handled wrong, but I think he
(Jones) is just doing his job," he said.
Faber said it’s the job of the police to provide security, even if that means surveillance of groups that are
"potentially able to cause trouble."
"1 wouldn’t vote fort the resolution)," he said.
Norma Scheurkogel. A.S. director of ethnic affairs,
said she has no qualms about supporting a part of the resolution that called for Jones’ removal.
However, Scheurkogel said she would stop short of a
damaging letter in the chief’s personnel file.
Scheurkogel said she believes the gathering of information on student activities is a type of blackmail. She
questioned how the information would be used.
Although she is not a member. Scheurkogel supports
the Mandela Coalition.
We don’t want to pull the same nasty trick he pulled
onus," she said.
Tom Boothe, A.S. director of personnel, said he would
need more convincing information before he would support such a resolution
He said the resolution was a hit strong, hut he also
continued on pages

Minorities’ program faces changes
By Sally Finegan
Daily staff writer
Reassurances that the Educational Opportunity Program will
continue, despite restructuring,
dominated discussion at the EOP
staff awards ceremony Thursday.
"There will not he that major
upheaval," said Leon Dorosz, associate academic vice president of
Undergraduate Studies, regarding
a report issued by the CSU Educational Equity Advisory Council and
approved by CSU Chancellor W
Ann Reynolds.
The report calls for all 19
schools in the California State tint -

versify system to submit proposals
by July I. They will address how
campuses will make it universitywide responsibility to address the
needs of underrepresented groups
such as blacks, Hispanics and first generation college students
Traditionally, that responsibility has rested on the shoulders of
educational equity programs like
EDP and Student Affirmative Action.
FOP directors at other campuses have said they fear their programs might lose funding because
under the new plan, money that has
gone to EOP and SAA will now be

distributed according to the discretion of each campus president.
Dorosz said he has met with
key people in the SJSU administration, including President Gail Fullerton. Dean of Student Services
Robert Martin, Executive Vice
President J. Handel Evans and
Academic Vice President John
Gruber, to discuss the report.
lie said he could not discuss details of the meetings, but that the
group will have to decide how to restructure SJSU’s educational equity process.
EOP and SAA probably won’t
continued en pp
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Terrorism makes money for some
Even if the thirst for power derived from terrorist activities diminishes, unfortunately the hunger for money
derived from it will not.
There are always people who want to make as much
money as they can from any kind of activity, especially
those activities that generate a lot of funds.
Terrorism is a big business. There is a large demand
for weaponry and items to manufacture explosive devices. Some terrorist groups are able to acquire these
goods directly from dealers and others may have to get
them through the black market.
Since both of these transactions would probably be
clandestine because of the nature of their use, the prices
most likely are more than would usually be asked.
With the increasing number of terrorist acts that
have taken place, particularly on travel crafts, security is
being increased. This means that the officials are cracking down with inspections, searching passengers carefully and running more x-ray tests on personal items
being carried aboard. Passports are also being examined
more carefully to catch known terrorists.
By taking these preventive measures, explosions,
kidnappings and hijackings will be decreased. Al the
same time, the terrorists are finding items that are difficult to detect through the current methods.
Manufacturers are now devising plastic guns that
may almost be impossible to see through detectors. Military personnel and law enforcement officials are in favor
of such weapons because they would be lightweight, corrosion resistant and easy to clean. They say that firing accuracy would also be increased because plastic is less
susceptible to changes in temperature.
These new, non-metal weapons may be available
within the next decade,
Security experts insist that no technology exists that
permits production of 100 percent plastic guns, so they
will be able to catch the weapon before it goes through.
Who knows what can be produced by technology?
People in the security industry say that the Soviet Union’s
KGB has already produced a crude gun made almost entirely of plastic
Whether a plastic gun is developed or not. terrorists

Lynn
Louie
can always resort to plastic explosives, which are not easily detected. They have been responsible for the deaths of
four people aboard a Trans World Airlines jet flying over
Greece on April 2 and many other tragedies.
Already available in the United States is a $450 automatic pistol, a Glock 17, that is only 83 percent metal by
weight. When it is disassembled, it isn’t readily recognized in x-ray detectors. The Federal Aviation Adminis(ration says that security personnel can detect the
weapon, if they have been adequately trained.
Because terrorism can be used as a tool to gain political strength, people interested in this power will be will ing to do whatever is necessary to get the tools needed to
carry out whatever dastardly deed they think is appropriate.
Explosive items and weapons will inevitably slip
through security detectors. If detectors are made that can
catch any kind of device or weapon that can be used for
terrorist activities, then different kinds of weaponry will
be invented to surpass the barriers.
Why should manufacturers want to make these new
types of weapons? Money, money, money. Some people
seem to be violence-crazy and this would suit their fancy,
as well as weapon makers’ wallets.
Making weapons that are easier to handle and take
care of may not be the answer to military personnel and
law enforcement officials if they facilitate crimes, of
many kinds, including terrorism.
they’re going to get whatever they think is necessary
to carry out their mission. so why make it easy?

Pennies are torture to consumers
Here’s a penny for your thoughts. Let’s suppose
there’s a nice shiny penny lying on the ground right by
your feet would you stoop and pick it up?
How about if there’s another penny beside it? Okay,
you’ve got two lying there now. Would you pick them up?
The question is, how many pennies would it take for
most of us to get excited enough to bend all that way down
and spend all that effort to pick up pennies?
Maybe pennies seem to be a trivial matter, but one
could say the same thing about water dripping on the forehead. Pennies are a kind of Chinese water torture to the
American consumer consciousness.
Saving, collecting, nay, bothering with pennies might
as easily be called American torture.
We’re used to marvelling at the moral integrity of
"Honest Abe" Lincoln, who reportedly walked several
miles back to a store to return an extra penny he discovered he’d been given by a clerk.
C’mon, who’d do that now? Would Abe?
The pennies of the old days had value. We had
"mills," one-tenth of a cent, to complain about in the old
days. Nobody hears about mills anymore.
Pennies, those things that make you grind your teeth
when you’re one or two short. are the mills of today.
They are anachronistic, out of date, because the dollar was devalued to keep on keel with the world money
supply. The copper slugs aren’t worth anything but
trouble.
Yet, last year there were 10,935,1189,813 pennies produced in the United States i It costs six -tenths of a cent to
produce each unit)
Ten billion drops, these are, on the headache of the
American consciousness. And the United States already
has multi -billions of them in circulation. Actually, many
of them could be considered oul of circulation, as they lie
around on floors and in jars in dusty corners.
Pennies are a trivial matter. So trivial that few people want to bother with them. So altogether. they add up
to be futile

Roger
Gilbert
Consider the idea of rounding total costs to the nearest nickel. We all know that when an item sells for $9.99, it
really costs $10. What’s a penny either way? When three
items add up to 88.97, why not have the retailer charge
simply $8.95?
Generous stores already allow you to round, especially if you’re short. If we made it official it could always
be that easy.
Think of it, we could keep the same prices on things,
but not actually use pennies. A retailer could still charge
the ’ol $4.99 instead of $5 to soften up the look of prices.
Retailers could even price items to round, when sold individually, to their favor when tax is added.
By the laws of chance it would all even out between
the customer and the retailer who loses or gains a penny
or two.
It’s not an issue to suggest that the government could
cut costs another $IM million this way.
The importance is in the savings the poor taxpayers
could experience with this action. Halting penny production would eliminate the annoyance of them weighing
down the pockets or littering the beautiful American landscape.
Oh sure, some pennyophile might argue that pennies
have lots of value. Well, let this person keep his jars of the
useless tokens for souvenirs.
For the rest of us, as soon as we turn off this useless
faucet, life will be that much more pleasant.
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Letters to the Editor
Column stereotypes Los Gatos
Editor,
Julie Tilsner should be sentenced to a return to high
school for her April 18 "In Bold Face." Her uninformed
tale of "Patty" only helped to perpetuate the unsubstantiated myth of affluence that haunts the town of Los
Gatos.
"Patty" may have been the only one in her high
school senior class to go without a BMW, but she clearly
was not in my 1983 graduating class because there were
plenty of us still taking the bus to school.
"Patty’s" family couldn’t afford to send her to Stanford? She should feel quite at home, then. at San Jose
State, where so many of her fellow graduates attend
school. Did she attend West Valley first, as many of us
did, for financial reasons?
Biased attitudes and stereotypes such as Ms. Tilsner’s make a fair chance that much more difficult to attain
for us "poor little rich kids" and for people like my father.
who struggles to make ends meet under the weight of a
second mortgage.
Aliso Levy
unior
Business

KSJS an educational tool, too
Editor.
I am glad to see that a compromise which seems to
satisfy both sides has been worked out and that, if it is accepted, "Radio Aztlan" may soon have a time slot again.
Joel Wyrick did the right thing when he pulled the
"Radio Aztlan" time slot. The general manager of any
radio station, commercial or collegiate, has the responsibility of making sure FCC policy and station policy are
followed. When the "Radio Aztlan" staff started failing to
log the PSAs (public service announcements), they were
in violation of the FCC rules, a violation that is grounds
for dismissal in most commercial stations and an FCC
"pink slip" in commercial or collegiate radio. When the
production staff stopped attending classes, they violated
university policy and station policy by being on the air.
The purpose of KSJS is education, not community
service. The "Radio Aztlan" staff wanted to provide a
service without meeting the educational requirement .
Wyrick based his decision to pull "Aztlan" not on format consideration, but on the rules the station must operate under. If it was determined that the education needs
of the campus and the radio/TV broadcast majors could
better be served by a 24-hour PSA and news formal, he
would be obligated to pull the "Rhythm Wave" format
too.
If Aztlan is used as an educational tool and the production staff play by the rules. great. If the flagrant disregard of accepted broadcast standards resume, then I will
back Joel Wyrick and KSJS all the way when they pull the
show again.
Richard M. Santina
Electrical Engineering
Central California Mobile Ms Assoc.

Job Corps teaches work skills

’ MY 11JRN!’

In Bold Face

Editor,
In reference to the letter from Peter Krug appearing
in the April 14 Spartan Daily regarding Sigma Nu "garbage" and the Job Corps, I must point out the following:
1. Job Corps students are not delinquents as Peter
Krug believes. They are volunteers who enroll in Job
Corps *IA as others opt for conservation corps or similar
public service or training programs. Our students’
"crime" is to be poor.
2. No Job Corps students were involved in any breakin at Sigma Nu either last year or this year. This can be
verified through public records. Please check your facts
before jumping to conclusions and spreading erroneous
and insulting hearsay.
3. Job Corps’ relationship with Sigma Nu has always
been cordial, and continues so. We intend to continue this
cordial relationship with Sigma Nu and all our other
neighbors.
4. Job Corps is exactly as the name implies: a place
for young adults to learn job skills that will keep them out
of the welfare system and enable them to be productive
taxpayers.
5. When you go to your job here in Silicon Valley, look
around you. Some of those fellow workers you see are
probably some of the San Jose Job Corps’ 7,000 graduate
workers.
Kenneth C. Dugan
center Director
San Jose Job Corps Center

David
Wenstrom
Out! Out! Damn footnote
William Shakespeare is best known for his
plays, sonnets and receding hairline, but
the Elizabethan hack may be most loved
for his footnotes.
In "Notes of Foot," noted salt (1) and pedagogue William F. Cuckoldly collects all 12,483,591 of
the Bard’s immortal enucleations (21 in one 6,246page volume due for release April 23, which either is
or isn’t Shakespeare’s birthday, depending on whom
you want to believe.
A most welcome bonus to this SJSU Press publication is a 2,490-page appendix and unabridged dictionary explaining Mr. Cuckoldly’s remarks.
Cuckoldly, who compiled "Notes of Foot" while
voyaging from his New York office to the nation’s
capital (3) on his schooner "Schulium," (4) and who
vehemently denies that he wrote Shakespeare’s
name and telephone number on a New York Times
bathroom wall but admits to reading some of his
sonnets there, writes in the book’s introduction that
" ’Notes of Foot’ proves de facto that William
Shakespeare was a devout homosexual who vicariously accomplished through the extensive use of
footnotes the Oedipal and prurient (5) feat of murdering his father and marrying his brother-in-law."
Cuckoldly’s compelling but circuitous argument
is based largely on Shakespeare’s frequent references to prostitutes, which are as "plenty as blackberries," and the fact that Hamlet wore tights (6).
"Any writer who uses 465 appellations to denote
various erring sisters is the titular (7) character of
an appalling story that may have its root in Stratford-upon-Avon (8) but that, in fact, reaches the
very gates of the Kremlin," Cuckoldly writes, referring to the little-known Soviet practice of murdering
one’s father and marrying one’s farm implements.
Of Shakespeare’s alleged homosexuality, Cuckoldly writes convincingly, "Shakespeare was a homosexual."
Cuckoldly’s theories aside, "Notes of Foot" is a
fascinating study of Shakespeare, the deep thinker,
who spent so much time thinking and scratching his
head that he was nearly bald by age 26.
The first 340 pages of this remarkable anthology
are devoted to sexual intercourse, an activity not uncommon in Shakespeare’s day. In the 370 years
since Shakespeare’s death, only Andrew Marvell,
Sidney Sheldon and Warren Beatty have come close
to the glabrous (9) scribe for sheer diversity and
bravado in describing the act of fornication (10).
The final third of the book is a montage of Shakespeare’s most beloved footnotes (11), including "in
doubt: uncertainty," and "an end: on end."
(I) salt: mariner or conservative magazine editor. (2) enucleations: fancy way of saying explanations. (3) nation’s capital: Washington, D.C., formerly Washington, D.C. (4) "Schulium ": Either a
misspelling of’ scholium" or Cuckoldly made It up.
(However, some critics believe that "Schulium " is a
pun of the Germanic word "Schutzstaffell," the per
sonal bodyguard of Adolf Hitler, and "lithium," the
lightest known metal, though most agree it isn’t
much of a pun. (5) prurient: lewd, horny. See also
"assistant city editor." (0) Hamlet . . . tights: Contemporary productions of "Hamlet" often dress the
protagonist in pantyhose because pantyhose are
cheaper than tights. (7) titular: Possibly a pun on
the slang derivation of "breast." Cuckoldly once
wrote that "a woman’s breasts are udderly a yardstick by which to measure her brassiere." (8) Stratford-upon-Avon: Shakespeare’s birthplace, If, in
fact. Shakespeare was born. If Cuckoldly penned
Shakespeare’s works, as some scholars contend,
then Cuckoldly was probably born at Stratford -upon A von and William Shakespeare hasn’t been born yet
a most depressing thought to anyone minoring in
English literature. (9) glabrous: resembling a bit.
hard ball. (10) act of fornication: "Othello." Act III.
(11) Some scholars would like to ring Shakespeare’s
neck with one of his footnotes.
David Wenstrom is assistant city editor In Bold
Face is an open forum for editors that appears Monday
and Friday
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Students admit cheating

Hulla-balloon

LOS ANGELES iAPt - A new
state education survey found that 75
percent of California high school students admit they cheat on tests and a
large number said there are good
reasons to cheat.
"There is a success-at -any -price
syndrome which we have to beat,"
said Bill Honig, state superintendent
of public instruction. "What scares
you is that it’s so acceptable. It is
shocking when 75 percent of them
say, ’Why should I care?"
Officials of the state Department
of Education said the new study. released Thursday, contains the best
available figures on student attitudes
about academic honesty.
The survey, taken in the spring
1985, consisted of confidential questionnaires completed by a sample of
1,036 sixth-graders and 2,265 high
school seniors throughout California

By Lucy Santopletro
Deily/ staff writer
The Inter-Residence Hall Association will choose nominees April 29
for four leadership positions. The
election will be held May 6.
Leadership positions for IRHA
are chairman, vice chairman, secretary-treasurer and national communication coordinator, said Chris
Schwarz, IRHA president.
Nominations are open to anyone
who lives in the residence halls, said
Schwarz.
The chairman is in charge of
IRHA meetings, the vice chairman
deals with programming activities
and the secretary -treasurer handles
IRHA’s money and records the minutes of its meetings.
The communications coordinator
is the voting representative of the National Association of College and University Residence Halls, Schwarz
said.

The vast majority of high school
students said they were under pressure to get good grades in school and
viewed cheating as an acceptable
means to reach their goals. Only I
percent of the 12th graders said they
would report on a friend they saw

A person interested in running
for a position can nominate themselves or be nominated by another
person, he said.

cheating.
About 73 percent of the high
school seniors said they had used crib
notes to cheat on a test, while about
75 percent said they had copied from
another student’s test paper during
an exam.
Asked if there ever was a good
reason to cheat on a test, more than
42 percent said "yes," 38 percent said
u
and the rest said they weren’t
sure
Nearly 97 percent said they had
seen other students cheating.
Among younger students, cheating was less the norm. Most elementary students said they observed a lot
of cheating, but did not do much
themselves.
The most common form of cheating among younger students was
copying directly from a book and
turning it in as their own work About
25 percent of sixth -graders said they
had done that.
In addition. 39 percent said they
had copied, at least once, from another pupil’s paper during a test and
nearly 86 percent said they had seen
another student cheating on a test.

aN..

Sponsored By Blacks In Contact

On election day, each candidate
must give a speech of less than three
minutes, Schwarz said.

O
REEN

Afterwards, 20 residence hall
representives will discuss the nominees and take a vote.

April 26,1986

Schwarz said those interested in
the positions must project direction
and enthusiasm towards IRHA programs, politics and other activities.
The postions give people the
chance to improve conditions in the
residence halls and practice leadership skills, he said.
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Plan to move Navajos discussed

Steve Savage

Daily staff photographer

Anthropology Prof. Alan Leventhal speaks about proposed
legislation to remove the Navajo Indians from their land.

Parents send fruit
to ease finals stress
By Lucy Santopietriro
Daily staff writer
If you’re worried about becoming
a basket case during finals, help may
be on the way a fruit basket from
your parents.
Baskets of fruit will be sent to 340
SJSU resident hall students a week
before finals, said Cathy Caspar,
coordinator for the fruit basket
event.
"Students will have them right
before finals," Caspar said.
The fruit baskets, ordered by
parents through the Inter -Residence
Hall Association, vary in size and
cost $12.50, $10.50 and $8.50.
Apples, pears bananas, oranges,
nuts and lollipops will accompany the
baskets, she said. The $12.50 basket
has more fruit than the $10.50 basket.
And for $8.50 students gel a bag.
rather than a basket, of fruit. Caspar
said.
Campus Fundraisers of New Jersey is testing this pilot program with

the Inter-Residence Hall Association
at SJSU and the National 11111A at the
University of California at San Francisco, she said.
"I didn’t anticipate making this
much money from it," Caspar said.
However,"we have made a $1,000
profit. We were hoping for a $200
profit."
The fruit basket event will continue next year, she said.
"This is a great money-making
event." Caspar said.
Some of the profits will send
members of IRHA to the National
!RNA Conference in San Francisco
during Memorial Day weekend. The
rest of the profits will be used to hire
a band for SJSU’s Dead Day, May 14.
"Parents have been writing us.
saying this is a good idea," Caspar
said.
A note from parents will also accompany the fruit baskets wishing
students good luck on their finals.
Caspar said
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By Robert G. Candle
Daily vett writer
Speakers of the International Indian Treaty Council discussed a plan
in the Art Building Wednesday for the
U.S. Government to remove 17,000
Navajo people from the Big Mountain
reservation in Arizona by July 6.
Approximately 40 people attended the meeting.
Concerned experts discussed the
proposed Public Law 93-531 and its
implications.
"There is a continuation of cultural genocide of Indian people in this
country," said Allen Leventhal, SJSU
professor of anthropology.
In 1924, Indians became citizens
of the United States, but in 1946, when
90,000 Indians from reservations
came home from World War 11, they
were relocated, Leventhal said.
"In Big Mountain, 1974, there
was an effort on behalf of Congress
and other entities to formulate a
major tribal dispute between the Navajo and the Hopi nation, for purposes of dislocating and relocating
the Navajo," he said.
Suicide and alcoholism is the result of this disruption, Leventhal
said.
The meeting about the Big Mountain problem, sponsored by the Native American Students Organization
and Students For Peace, began with
traditional drum beating and chants
followed by prayer. A slide show titled, "In Defense of Sacred Land,"
was shown. It gave a brief description about how industries that deal
with energy have taken over 2 million
acres of Indian land.
The idea that Indian prayer will
lose its cultural force when sacred
ground is broken was the underlying
idea of the slide show presentation.
Oil, coal and uranium were found
in Big Mountain in the 1940s. The
slide show stressed that in areas of
uranium mining on the reservation.
Indians are concerned about the
threat of radioactive water from mill
tailing.
The slides showed that in Big
Mountain, the Hopi reservation is
surrounded on all sides by Navajo
land.While the Hopi raise corn and
other agricultural products. the Navajo are primarily sheep raisers.
Raising sheep is a cultural tradition for the Navajo as is rug- making.

Indians have their own governmental intrastructure, said Dennis
Jennings, publication coordinator for
the International Indian Treaty
Council.
"The Indian threatens the democratic system build-up in America,
but where do true systems lie?" Jennings asked.
Jennings, who is part of the Sauk
Fox tribe of Oklahoma, illustrated
two major power systems in the
United States.
One he depicted as the mainstream pyramid in which the people
on top have most of the power while
those on the bottom do not, The other
system was presented as a circle or a
community power structure in which
the center is a focus for all.
The Indian believes in the power
of the circle that is in relationship

Three-hundred and seventy-one
standing treaties, which are all of the
existing treaties between the Indian
and the United States, have been broken by the U. S. Government, Jennings said.
Jennings added that Indians still
do not have the right to send their
people to Congress, and that consists
of racial discrimination. He also critized the Bureau of Indian Affairs for
going against the interest of the In-

’The Indian
threatens the
democratic system
build-up . . . If you
don’t know the rules
of the system, it will
swamp you.’
Dennis

Jennings,

publishing coordinator for the
International Indian Treat
Council

with the earth, Jennings said.
"If you don’t know the rules of
your system, it will swamp you." he
said.
What the International Indian
Treaty Council is trying to do is to
change the Indian value system,
which has moved toward the pyramid system, back to the internal circle or community system, he said.
"If it takes all my life, we’re
going to do that. We’re working for
life," Jennings said.
The pyramid system is like a ball
of clay that falls apart, Jennings
said, and the pyramid system of the
United States is working for death
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dian people.
"We have our own fire," he said.
"We’re the last ones. After us. no one
will have the knowledge."
"When there’s rumblings in our
own back yard, here in San Jose, here
in California, here in the Western
United States, for some reason it’s
proximity to us and we don’t know
how to tune into it," Leventhal said.
The people of Big Mountain are
self-sufficient people, Leventhal said.
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The Spartagold dance team will
hold a workshop from 6:30 to 9 tonight in Spartan Complex 209. For
more information contact Regina
Calloway at 277-8123 or Kim Ono at
267-3225.

8:30 a.m. today in the Student Union
Almaden Room.
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The Hillel Jewish Association
will hold a lunch program at noon tomorrow in the Hillel office. For more
information contact Pamela at 2948311.

The Community Committee for
International Students will hold conversational English tutoring for all
international students from 10 a.m. to
noon and from 1 to 3 p.m. today in Administration Building, Room 222. For
more information contact Muriel Andrews at 279-4575.

Yesterdaily
Campus

board will vote on the resolution at its
May meeting.

After more than an hour of debate, the Associated Students Board
of Directors voted 5-4 to propose that
all six groups affected by the Revised
Automatic Funding Initiative be fully
funded. The decision must pass final
board approval next week.

The Instructional Resource Center is in the midst of a relocation that
Director Ron McBeath estimated
would cost about $50,000. The move
became necessary after the second
floor of Dwight Bentel Hall was
deemed unsafe in February.

At an impromptu news conference Thursday, President Gail Fullerton reiterated a firm commitment
to the Men’s Athletic Department. At
the conference, she told representatives of various off-campus media the
university will continue to strive for
athletic excellence.

Society’s fear and ignorance
about AIDS has prompted the CSU
system to consider requesting campus presidents to form guidelines to
prevent discrimination against AIDS
victims.
A resolution proposed by the California State University Board of
Trustees stressed the need to guard
against unfair treatment of students
and faculty members with AIDS. The

Asking for an allocation of $800.
Associated Students Leisure Services
coordinator Peggy Grodhaus told the
A.S. Board of Directors Wednesday
that if the program did not get some
assistance, it would be forced to
cease activities this month.

Fifteen engineering clubs and organizations were told Wednesday
they will have to pack up and move
out of Engineering Building headquarters because of Project 88 construction, -which is scheduled to begin
in the fall.

Hippos in space
PASADENA (AP) - The winner of a contest that
lampooned "Star Wars" research is a student who suggested floating helium -filled hippopotamuses in space to
shield America against incoming Soviet missiles.
Winners of the contest, which started April Fool’s
Day, were announced Tuesday by the Space Weapons
Study Group, an organization of California Institute Technology students, staff and faculty critical of the Strategic
Defense Initiative - President Reagan’s proposed antimissile defense program.
Some 45 contest participants submitted phony proposals seeking funding for Star Wars research, with the idea
that "these proposals are not too much more ridiculous"
than real plans to use lasers and other devices to defend
against Soviet warheads, group spokesman Allan van Asselt said.
The top prize - a donated Zenith personal computer
- went to planetary science graduate student Greg Ojakangas, who suggested using genetic engineering methods to breed pygmy hippos that would inflate with helium
gas after being fed radioactive substances.
"You would launch these hippos into space, and because of their impenetrable hides, they would form a
shield over the United States against incoming missiles,"
van Asselt explained.
The second-place prize - a set of Frisbees and free
lessons in throwing the plastic disks - went to David
Palmer, a graduate student in physics. He proposed cutting Earth in half and installing a system of ball bearings
between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.
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The Asian American Christian
Fellowship will hold a general meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Union Costanoan Room. For more information contact Don Chin at 9977808.

The Associated Students Child
Care Committee will hold an open
house from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. tomorrow at the Frances Gulland Child
Development Center. For more information contact Robert Gunter at

The Career Planning and Placement Center will hold "Careers for
Environmental Studies Majors" at

Berke Breathed

277-3201

The Career Planning and Placement Center will give hints for presenting skills and qualifications effectively in resumes and letters at 2
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Almaden Room.
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Cable TV will surpass broadcast
television as the main source of home
viewing entertainment within the
next decade, Gill Industries President Robert Hosfeldt said Tuesday.
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EOP restructuring Director wants to boot UPD chief
to address changes
continued from page i
face dramatic changes within the
next few months, Dorosz said The
outreach and retention programs
do face restructuring, though, because the report calls for all segments of the university to be involved in addressing equity
Issues.
EOP Director Gabriel Reyes
said the EOP program has seen
tremendous growth in the last two
years, with a record 1,700 students
taking advantage of its support
services this year.
He cited increased cooperation with the administration and
EOP’s becoming "more a member of the (Undergraduate Studies) team," as reasons for the program’s growth.
After the addresses by Reyes
and Dorosz, Lewis Bundy, associate director of EOP Learning

Services, presented the student
and professional staff awards.
Students receiving EOP outstanding staff certificates were:
Frank Espinoza, counseling; Patricia Loredo, reading lab; Natalie
Dillard, learning services; Ruani
Weerakoon,
tutorials;
Shari
Salaz, outreach; Cynthia Fields.
admissions and data; and Stella
Gin, tutorials.
Also receiving certificates
were Associate Director Pete
Michel for being "most team -spirited" and Rocky Barrera, of Financial Aid Student Services, for
outstanding service.
The EOP staff that received
plaques for outstanding service
were: Lupe Acosta, "most hardworking:" Sophia Duran, "outstanding cont ribut ion ; " and Doris
Carpenter, "most valuable staff
member."

Westerners inside Libya
warned to stay off streets
TRIPOLI, Libya ( Al’)
Embassies warned Westerners to stay off
Tripoli’s streets Thursday as Arab
anger seethed over the U.S. bombing
raid. Explosions and anti-aircraft
fire again echoed through the city.
Some nervous foreigners sought
a way out of this isolated country to
escape the confrontation between the
United States and Libyan leader Col.
Moammar Khadafy But land borders were closed and the airport was
largely inactive.
The Libyan capital appeared
calm through most of the day. But
several heavy, unexplained explosions rocked Tripoli Thursday afternoon, and after nightfall the
racket of anti-aircraft guns could be
heard
for the third straight night
following Tuesday’s pre-dawn U.S.
air raids.
Streams of tracer rounds lit the
sky as guns fired for several minutes
starting about 9 p.m. (2 p.m. EST). It
was not clear what they were firing
at, and there was no indication of
bombing raids
Khadafy, who emerged from two
days’ seclusion Wednesday to denounce President Reagan in a televised speech, was shown on Libyan
TV again Thursday night as he visited a Tripoli hospital, touring the
wards and shaking hands with bandaged victims of the American attack
"Thank God, you’re all right,"
one woman said to Khadafy as she
struggled to rise from her bed.
Hospital workers and patients

cheered and chanted, at one point
shouting, "Reagan is the killer of
children!"
Khadafy’s 15-month-old adopted
daughter was reported killed and two
small sons were reported injured in
the American assault. Western diplomats estimated the attack left at
least 100 people dead in Tripoli alone.
The eastern city of Benghazi also was
hit, but the number of casualties is
unknown to the diplomats.
The U.S. administration said it
ordered the military action as both a
retaliatory and pre-emptive blow
against Libyan -sponsored international terrorism.
Libyans tried to return life to normal in the city Thursday. Schools and
banks reopened and many shops
raised their shutters for the first time
since the raid.
Long lines formed at bread
stores as Libyans stocked up on food
and other essentials that have been in
short supply since the raid.
An Italian diplomat, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said no evacuation was being organized, "but it’s
obvious some women who have been
subjected to strain and tension want
to leave."
Libyan officials said Tripoli Airport had reopened Thursday for both
international and domestic flights.
But foreign airlines canceled Thursday’s flights, saying they would consider resuming service after studying the situation. The airport’s
military section was among the targets of the U.S. air raids.

continued front page i
criticised Jones’ handling I4 the situation.
"I don’t think it’s appropriate for
a college campus," Boothe said.
He said it was "foolish" for
Jones’ to write the memo and then
"let it slip into the hands of the
press."
Boothe said that if the resolution
were to pass, the most that would
happen would be the placing of the
resolution in Jones’ personnel file.
"! don’t think they’ll fire him on
this incident alone," he said
Boothe said part of the reason the
resolution was written was because
Jones had refused to comment on the

meino to individual members of the
A.S. board.
"We have it in hand and now they
don’t want to talk about it," he said.
The memo is not likely to be approved by the A.S. board. Boothe
said.
Along with the proposed resolulion, Spurgeon included a copy of the
memo. It reads:
"Should any of you have contact
with groups of demonstrators that
are identifiable (example: Antiapartheid, nuclear, etc.) the informalions should be sent to Officer Anderson who will compile the information
into a monthly report for the system.
In the event you complete field inves-

tigation cards, please indicate that
the interview is group/demonstration
related and list the cause they are
supporting. Obtaining this information on field investigation cards is not
important enough to create a situation. If that would be the case, just
make a visual on the event and report
what you observe."
In a December 19 San Jose Mercury News article, Jones said he verbally rescinded the memo a week
after it was issued.
Anderson said Tuesday he did not
recall the verbal rescinding of the
memo, but said he was probably told.
He also said no information was
gathered because of the memo.

However, Jones said in January
that the memo was issued solely as a
preventive measure in case there
was a possibility that anyone’s safety
was in jeopardy, whether they are
demonstrators or bystanders.
"We’re charged with public
safety on this campus, and we cannot
carry out that charge if we don’t
know what’s going on," Jones stated.
The resolution calling for his removal was presented to the A.S.
board last week as an information
item and Spurgeon said it would go
before the board Wednesday for a
vote.
Daily staff writer Stew Hintz also
contributed to this article.

Terrorism doesn’t faze international club
continued from page I
that stayed behind her and the other
U.S. delegates,
Because Gong was one of 12 students selected nationwide to attend
the congress. she was able to obtain
six traineeships for the SJSLI club
She said those attending the congress
could lobby for positions.
Almost all of the students that
wanted to go overseas are able to go
now, she said
The six traineeships Gong secured at the congress were two more
than AIESEC could obtain from Bay
Area businesses, Gong said.
The difference between internships and traineeships is the amount
of responsibility and work involved,
said Teri Feichter, executive vice
president of internal operations,
"Traineeships are the actual application of the student’s academic

foundation," Feichter said,
Gong is one of the students who
received a traineeship and will be returning to Sweden this summer.
"I’m nervous and concerned,"
she said. But Gong said she is not
going to let any anxiety stop her from
the opportunity of a lifetime,
AIESEC member Peter Swenke,
a senior majoring in international
business, will be going to France for
his traineeship. He said he is not worried about recent terrorist attacks on
airplanes and airports,
"If it starts to become a problem,
I’ll take a foreign airline because
they have better security." Swenke
said. "But most likely I’ll just take
the cheapest flight.
"I’ve worked toward this for the
last two years and I’m not going to let
the remote, slim chance that something might happen stop me from

going."
Students an AIESEC obtain traineeships for two to 118 months at companies in all parts of the world, based
on skills and academic backgrounds.
Traineeships are most often taken
after graduation or before a student’s
last year in college.
Companies are must pay a
weekly stipend of $:100 to $350, and
students have to come up with air
fare and insurance. Some companies
supply housing, but housing is
usually the responsibility of each student.
Because of the enormous oppor(unity, Theresa Alba, a senior in international business and French,
said she is still going to England.
England is far away from the Middle
East, she said, so she’s less worried.
"You never disregard the danger, but you can’t put off your life and

hide," Alba said. "I might worry
more if I were going to Greece or
somewhere like that." Alba will be in
England for a six-month to one-year
I rai neeship.
Karina Jensen, a senior in marketing, will be going to Austria this
summer for two to three months after
graduation.
"I’d be worried if I were going to
Southern Europe," Jensen said. Incidents of terrorist activity have been
so scattered, she said, that she’s not
going to let them bother her.
"Traveling anywhere, you have
to watch where you go and what you
do," said Wayne Sheldon, current
AIESEC president. "If you look at
the number of people that have been
affected (by bombings), it’s a small
percentage of the total population.
The issue has been blown out of proportion."

Statue of Liberty to be unveiled
NEW YORK (AP) The newly
restored Statue of Liberty, which will
be 109 years old on Oct. 28 will be unveiled on July 3 during "Liberty
Weekend ’86."
Ellis Island, the historic immigration center near the statue in New
York Harbor, is also being restored,
but final plans and a re-opening date
have not been announced.
The restoration of the Statue of
Liberty included building a new torch
and refurbishing the crown’s seven
spikes, which represent the seven
seas and the seven continents. The
newly gilded torch’s flame will be illuminated at night.
According to the New York Con_ _

HELP
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vention & Visitors Bureau, "Liberty
Weekend" will begin the morning of
July 3, when traditional and historic
ships will travel down the East River
to anchor in Lower New York Bay. At
noon, naval vessels from around the
world will start at the Verrazano
Bridge and go up the Hudson River to
assigned moorings along the way
from Staten Island to the George
Washington Bridge.
Reagan,
President
Ronald
aboard the aircraft carrier USS John
F. Kennedy, anchored in the harbor
in front of the statue, will light the
new torch and light the statue the
night of July 3. Fireworks will accompany the unveiling.
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Free Pregnancy
Testing
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Completely Confidential
Pregnancy Termination
1st & Mid Trimester
(Your Choice Sleep/or Awake)
Family Planning

San lose (408) 255-2773
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(415 740-3334
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ONLY THE BEST!
ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS and ENGINEERS
MBA-MHA-MPA-MS COMPUTER SCIENCE
the United States Air Force has limited vacant les for individuals
with degrees listed above to work as part of our professional
health care administration team. Applications are now being
accepted from students in their final year of stuck.
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Part Time
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_ TEMPORARY

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
CAREER PLACEMENT CENTER
, WORD PROCESSING

Adomistretion
Date Processing
Word Recessing
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SANTA CLARA
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MI 244 INS

Financial
Techrical
Food Service
Light Industrial

Clerical
Secretarial
Marketing
Sales

NO FEE
PALO ALTO
*Raw= Si. 114301
1418 TAM

Flexible hours and days
Are you liar over?
Do you have your own car and
Insurance?
Can you work weekends?
If you can answer these questions
yes, come and work for us:
Up to $7.00 an hour to start plus
mileage and Ups.
You go home wicash every night
or day you work.
Apply In person between 11 a.m.
and S p.m. or after I p.m.
Domino’s Pizza
510S 10th St
2648 Alum Rock
1 909 Tully Road

To find out how to apply, contact your Air Force Health
Professions representative.
TSGT DAVE BROWN
285 S 1st St
San Jose, CA
(408)275-8723
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’JOIN THE CHRYSLER COMMITMENT
"TO BE THE BEST"

z
SAN MATEO
I Wears Poi Dr SUSS
(419 572 ION

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1 -800-USA-ARMY.

L

* Excellent Starting Salary
* A Direct Commission As An Officer In the
US Air Force Medical Service Corps
* 30 Days Vacation With Pay Each Year
* Advanced Educational Opportunities

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

JUNIORS! If you’re personable, enthusiastic,
and have strong verbal skills, Chrysler will be
students for non -sales positions
in
for their new product information center at
Eastridge Mall.
Call Career Planning and Placement
at 277-2272 today
to schedule your appointment.
CHRYSLER CORPORATION
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
4ev
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